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This Appendix documents the questions from the TAP Tool that were used for the risk/benefit 
analysis, along with the information that was used to answer the questions. Also discussed are 
the questions that were not used, and the reasons for not including them. 

This document was used during the review of the TAP Tool results with the District staffs. Items 
highlighted in yellow are those where additional information from the District staffs was 
solicited in order to fill in gaps in the geospatial information. 

Questions Used in Analysis 

Access Category Questions 

Question AC1 – BENEFIT:  Does the road provide access to private or non-Forest Service lands? 

 Used GIS ownership and roads network. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes 

0 = No 

Question AC2 – RISK:  Is the road without easement through any crossing of private or non-Forest 
Service lands?  

 Did not use this question due to lack of existing spatial data.  

 If districts know of any NFS roads that cross non-Forest Service lands that don’t have an easement, 

they can be identified and Chanetta can manually add the score. 

 No need to do any research, just focus on any that are known.  

 It’s ok if we don’t identify any. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Road is without easement through a crossing of private land. 

0 = Road has an easement through every crossing of private land, or road has no crossing of 

private land. 

Question AC3 – BENEFIT:  Does the road access a Forest Service administrative or developed recreation 
site or trail segment? 

 Used GIS developed rec site information. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes  

0 = No  

Question AC4 – BENEFIT:  Is the road the access to areas or sites under a Special Use Permit such as 
special forest products, utility corridors, range allotments, mineral leases, and recreation-related 
permits that do not include a developed recreation site? 

 Used GIS data for allotments. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

 Did not include other types of areas due to lack of complete and accurate data.  
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Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, road provides access.   

0 = No, road does not provide access.  

Road Maintenance Category Questions  

Question RC1 – RISK:  Is the road’s Operational Maintenance Level not the same as its Objective 
Maintenance Level? 

 Used information in INFRA Database.  TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, the Operational Maintenance Level is not the same as its Objective Maintenance Level. 

0 = No, the Operational Maintenance Level is the same as its Objective Maintenance Level.  

 

Wildfire Hazard/All Hazard Response Category Questions  

Question WFH1 – BENEFIT:  Does the road provide access to or within a unique fuel/fire hazard 
situation? 

 Used derecho information. TAP Tool calculated the scores for those areas. 

 Could be other areas that we didn’t pick up, but I would focus on areas of substantial size and heavy 

fuels. Bennie or District FMOs would be best qualified to make a determination. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, road provides access to unique fire hazard. 

0 = No, road does not provide access to unique fire hazard 

Question WFH2 – BENEFIT:  Is the road planned or part of an existing fuel break or control line for 
prescribed burning? 

 Used prescribed burn GIS layer and identified all roads used as a control line.  

 May be others we missed. If so, make note them and Chanetta can change them manually in the 

TAP Tool. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, road is used/planned to use at least once. 

0 = No, road is not used/planned at all. 

Invasive Species Category Questions  

Question IS1 - RISK:  Does the road segment have non-native plant populations found within 100 feet? 

 Used Forest’s inventory of NNIP locations provided by Brian Davidson. TAP Tool calculated the 

scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes  

0 = No 
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Question IS2 – RISK: Does the road segment occur within 100 feet of an inventoried invasive species 
infestation (see IS1) and is within one mile of an ecologically significant area such as designated 
wilderness, research natural areas, experimental forests, and known TES and rare plant communities? 

 Used roads identified in IS1, and areas identified in NNIP EIS as high priority for keeping NNIP out. 

TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, known inventories found multiple invasive plants within 100 feet and ecologically 

significant areas within one mile. 

0 = No, the above situation wasn’t found. 

Recreation Sub-Category Questions:  Heritage  

Question HC2 – RISK:  Are National Register listed, eligible or unevaluated cultural resources located 
within 100 feet of the road? 

 Used Heritage Site Poly with NRHP 

 Used 0 or 1 values only automatically when the question ran with the TAP tool 

Available values/Value definitions: 

5 = Yes, resources are located within 100 feet of a road  
0 = No resources are known within the specified buffer distance from the road. 

Question HC3 - BENEFIT:  Does the road contribute to fulfillment of agency responsibilities under Section 
110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)?  

 Used Heritage Site Poly with NRHP using only eligible or potentially-eligible sites. 

Available values/Value definitions: 

5 = The road is a contributing element to a National Register eligible (or potentially-eligible) 
resource, is needed for the protection, maintenance or interpretation of such a resource, or is 
needed by practitioners to access resources of traditional cultural value.  Alternatively, this road 
is the logical, primary or most preferred means of management access to a listed or eligible 
resource. 
0 = No heritage resources are known to be accessed by this road. 

Wildlife Category Questions  

Question WL2 – RISK:  What percentage of the road adversely affects the use and integrity of Proposed, 
Threatened and Endangered (PTE) species designated habitats or habitat components that are 
important to the species conservation (e.g. identified by Forest Plans, supported by analysis and/or 
defined in a Habitat Conservation Plans or Strategy)? 

 Used designated habitats for TES species.  Theresa D. identified specific roads and values to assign to 

them. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Road goes directly through area, or touches the area for a significant length 

1 =Road touches area, but only slightly 

0 = All other roads 
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Recreation Category Questions  

Question REC1 – BENEFIT:  Is the road needed to access a recognized dispersed recreation opportunity?  

 Have not answered due to lack of mapped information.  

 Districts can identify any that they are aware of. While every road provides access for dispersed use 

to some degree, this should focus on those areas known for providing exceptional opportunities, 

those specifically mentioned in Forest publications, local guides or similar sources, and areas in 

which other government units or private entities have invested (for example, fishing areas that are 

in tourism publications). We aren’t looking for hunter camps, etc, that are used by a small number 

of people. 

  Use the remarks entry to succinctly describe the opportunity and partner investments.  

Available Values/Definitions   

5 = Yes 

0 = No 

Question REC2 – BENEFIT:  Is the road necessary to access a Congressionally-designated area (e.g., 
Wilderness Area, Wild & Scenic River, Experimental Forests, National Historic and Scenic Trail (NHST), 
National Recreation Areas, etc.) 

 Used GIS data for congressionally designated areas and road network. TAP Tool calculated the 

scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, road is necessary to access a congressionally-designated area and no other roads 

provide equivalent access. 

0 = No, congressionally-designated sites/areas are accessed by the road. 

Question REC3 – BENEFIT:  Does the road act as a concurrent motorized and/or non-motorized trail? 

 Used roads shown on MVUM (the only ones we identified were at Chadwick.) 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, road has a concurrent location with motorized or non-motorized trail. 

0 = No, road is not concurrent with a trail. 

Question REC4 – RISK:  Does the road detract from the value of a congressionally-designated recreation 
site or area e.g. scenic, historic, natural, or cultural values that led to designation of the site? 

 Nancy is reviewing specific roads, which will then be coded as shown below. 

Available Values/Definitions  

5 = Yes, major impact.  

3 = Yes, some impact.  

0 = No, no impact.  
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Question REC5 –BENEFIT:  Does the road further contribute to the Forest Plan's stated desired condition 
and associated ROS? 

 Used GIS data of assigned ROS class for Management Areas and road network. TAP Tool calculated 

the scores.  

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes (represents that a road located in the ROS classes: Semi-Primitive Motorized, Roaded 

Natural, Rural, Urban, is desired) 

0 = No (represents that a road located in the ROS classes: Primitive, Semi-Primitive Non-

Motorized, is not desired) 

Water/Watershed Category Questions  

Question WAB1 – RISK:   Do streams, lakes, and reservoirs fall within 100 feet of the road or road 
segments? 

 Used GIS data for streams lakes, reservoirs, and road system. TAP Tool calculated the scores.  

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, are within 100 feet of road or road segment(s).  

0 = No, are not within 100 feet of road or road segment(s) 

Question WAB3 – RISK:  Does the road have a crossing that is characterized as barriers to aquatic 
passage (fragmentation) along rivers and streams and between lakes and reservoirs? 

 Used corporate GIS data of known barriers. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = The road has a crossing characterized as a barrier (inadequate).   

3 = The road has a crossing characterized as an indeterminate barrier. 

0 = The road does not have a crossing characterized as a barrier (adequate). 

Vegetation Management/Forest Health/Special Forest Products Category 
Questions  

Question VFS1 - BENEFIT:  Does the road provide access for future silvicultural or restoration treatments 
on suitable lands? 

 Used GIS data of suitable lands and road network. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Vegetation management value high (road provides direct access).  

0 = Vegetation management value low (no suitable base lands accessed). 

Question VFS2 - BENEFIT:  Does the road allow access for university and agency scientists to conduct on-
going short- and long-term research related to silviculture, forest health and climate change at Long 
Term Ecological Research Sites, Experimental Forests, and Research Natural Areas? 

 We used Sinkin Experimental Forest location and the road network. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

 Districts can identify any others they know about. 
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Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes  

0 = No 

Soils Category Questions  

Question SOILS2 – RISK: Does the road cross somewhat poorly, poorly, or very poorly drained soils? 

 Used corporate GIS soils data and road network. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions: 

5 = Greater than or equal to 50% of the road segment crosses these soils.  

3 = Trace to less than 50% of the road segment crosses these soils.  

0 = Road segment does not cross these soils.  

(If a road crosses a soil polygon with no value for drainage, that road segment is not factored 

into the calculation of percent) 

Question SOILS3 – RISK: Does the road cross soils with severe erosion potential?  

 Used corporate GIS soils data and road network. TAP Tool calculated the scores. 

Available Values/Definitions: 

5 = Greater than or equal to 50% of the road segment crosses an erosion hazard potential of 

Severe to Very Severe. 

3 = Greater than or equal to 50% of the road segment crosses an erosion hazard potential of 

Moderate to Very Severe. 

0 = Greater than 50% of the road segment crosses an erosion hazard potential of Slight. 

(If a road crosses a soil polygon with no value for erosion hazard potential, that road segment is 

not factored into the calculation of percent) 

 

Questions not used in analysis 

Question WFH3 – BENEFIT:  Does this road provide access to a water source? 

 Did not answer because it’s not relevant to the MTNF.  We don’t use a many water sources, and 

those that we do use are adjacent to county or state roads or are in a recreation area. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, provides access to water source.  

0 = No, does not provide access to water source. 

Question IS3 - RISK: Does the road facilitate the introduction and spread of aquatic invasive species? 

 Did not answer because spatial data showing locations of aquatic invasive species is not available. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Road provides direct access to a lake, river segment, or stream segment that is known to be 

invaded by aquatic invasive species. 
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3 = Road provides direct access to a lake, river segment, or stream segment that is not known to 

be invaded by aquatic invasive species.  

0 = Road does not provide direct access to a waterway. 

Question HC1 - RISK:  What percentage of the land within 100 feet of the road has been inventoried for 
heritage resources? 

 Did not answer due to lack of and incomplete GIS mapped data 

Available values/Value definitions: 

5 = <25% of the road or road segment(s) and buffer area have been inventoried. 
4 = Only 25% to 49% of the road or road segment(s) and buffer have been inventoried. 
3 = Only 50% to 74% of the road or road segment(s) and buffer have been inventoried. 
2 = Between 75% and 90% of the road or road segment(s) and buffer have been inventoried. 
1 = More than 90% of the road or road segment(s) and buffer have been inventoried. 

Question WL1 – RISK:  Does road density in the area of evaluation exceed a forest plan standard, wildlife 
species conservation standard or any obligatory standard/threshold? 

 Did not answer because FP has no road density standards; did not think that this question would 

give us any valuable information for evaluating roads needed/not needed. 

Available Values/ definitions 

5 = Yes. 

0 = No. 

N/A = Road not in a conservation management area. 

Question WL3 – RISK:  How does the road affect the use of known wildlife travel corridor(s) (e.g. riparian 
areas, ridges, valley floors, interior habitat, specific and repeated travel path) during critical movement 
periods? 

 Did not answer; did not think it would provide meaningful information for determining needed/not 

needed roads. 

Available Values/Value definitions 

5 = High 

3 = Medium  

1 =Low  

0 = does not intersect. 

N/A = Not applicable (no known wildlife corridors) 

Question WAB2– RISK:  Does the road contribute to the impairment of a state listed 303(d) impaired 
stream, lake, reservoir or other water body? (Road is within 100 feet of the designated impaired stream 
segment.) 

 Not answered because we don’t have any 303(d) streams listed due to sediment. 

Available Values/Definitions 

5 = Yes, 303d listed stream or water body is within 100 feet of road or road segment(s).  

0 = No, 303d listed stream or water body is not within 100 feet of road or road segment(s) 
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Question SOILS1 – RISK:  Does the road cross potential landslide paths or unstable (slippage) soil types? 

 Not answered because we don’t have any such soils. 

Available Values/Definitions:  

5 = ≥ 30% of a road segment crosses potential landslides and/or unstable soil types. 

3 = 10-29% of a road segment crosses potential landslides and/or unstable soil types. 

1 = Trace to < 10% of a road segment crosses potential landslides and/or unstable soil types. 

0 = Road segment does not cross potential landslides and/or unstable soil types. 


